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Introduction

Challenges

Goal

The traditional process of downloading
individual Sentinel-2 scenes, is slow and
cumbersome while machine learning
requires fast, parallel access to data
resources. How to simplify this preparation
process, for any region of interest? How to
efficiently share the imagery with
colleagues and students?

Many off-the-shelf solutions require
dedicated servers, advanced system
administration knowledge, as well as
specific user training. These are typically
unavailable in an academic/educational
environment. To a researcher an image is a
matrix, not a service.

Provide students and researchers with a
complete, full resolution, and accessible
Sentinel-2 resource, with data in the
‘familiar’ format of a matrix/array.
Furthermore, optimize utilization of
existing, local storage and computing
facilities provided by the institution.

Approach
1) Centralize the image collection (from SciHub) and atmospheric correction
(sen2cor) of the desired time series. 2) A simple Python script indexes, sorts
and copies the imagery to a Zarr data cube. All bands are stored at the same
(10m) resolution, in the local Dutch coordinate system (RD, EPSG:28992).
3) The data is available to the user as indexed matrix via the well-known
Python package xarray (the best of NumPy & Pandas combined), as desired
supported by the parallel processing available in Dask. As of GDAL 3.4, there
is native support in any GDAL based application. Any storage medium works
(local, network drive, etc.). We publish our data cube online (‘http’).
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Combine with local data

Standard deviation of NDVI (2015 – 2021)

Classification with a simple neural network

Query in time

‘Cloud-free’ imagery, 2015 –2022

Conclusion
Rel. orbit 51: 9 bands, 354 time steps
+ snow, clouds, water vapour & classification
Matrix of 34 375 × 30 000 × 354 × 13 (@ 10 m)
~19 TB (3+ TB storage)
Intuitive coordinates in space and time

Do it! Even a custom, ad-hoc data cube is a
valuable tool in (time series) analysis.
Required tools are readily available for both
creation and use.

Try ours, on GeoTiles.nl!

Discussion
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Advantages: a custom Google Earth Engine, at full resolution, independent of external parties.
Quick prototyping, with an intuitive matrix interface. The cube may be archived with the
results. Works on (any) existing infrastructure, even locally, for example with non-open data.
Disadvantages: large areas may be limited by transfer speeds due to separation of storage and
computing. Currently less user friendly for visualization. Local data duplication, up to three
copies (‘raw’ level 1C data from SciHub; after atmospheric correction, and the cube itself).
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